AAPT SIP Voice
AAPT SIP Voice is a premium voice service delivered over our extensive Ethernet network
that allows you to maximise the capability of your IP phone system. Not only does this
enable you to benefit from the increased functionality and seamless integration of your
existing equipment, but you will also receive a highly scalable and cost effective solution.
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Flexible solutions
to meet your growing
business needs.

AAPT has delivered voice solutions to
Australian businesses since 1991 and IP
based voice solutions since 2006. In any
one month, AAPT on our own network
connects over 100Million voice calls.
Capacity on demand
Not all businesses have the luxury to
scale their telephone lines for that
unexpected busy hour. AAPT SIP Voice
provides you with traditional 10, 20 or
30 line capacity for your day to day calls,
as well as giving you the ability to “burst”
above this initial allocation to cope with
unexpected demand.
Scalability built for your business
As your business becomes more successful,
the demand on your telephone setup
grows. AAPT SIP Voice allows you to add
lines easily and efficiently, without the
hassle of waiting for new lines or hardware
to be installed.
This also means that there is no need
for staff or phone system maintainers to
enter your site – everything is completed
over the network seamlessly and
cost effectively.
Easy to use
If you require to stage the implementation
of your voice solution and integrate only
a limited number of SIP lines this can
be achieved. AAPT SIP Voice can easily
assimilate into your existing IP phone
system via the Ethernet port, allowing
your SIP and phone lines to operate
concurrently.
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Solutions built
to meet your
unique requirements.

1. Intelligent centralised
number hosting
Businesses with multiple locations are
constantly spending time and resources
managing duplicate telephony
infrastructure across their sites.
With AAPT SIP Voice you can route all
of your business calls – irrespective
of location – through one central site.
Not only does this reduce the need
for duplicate telephony infrastructure
across your organisation, it also allows
your business to still make local calls
from their respective sites.
2. Solutions for complex
requirements
Many businesses require a telephony
setup which is flexible, adaptable and
specific to their call needs.
Through our expert Network Engineers
and Voice Specialists we will work
with you to develop a SIP Voice
solution which will meet your unique
requirements. Features of some of
our solutions include;
•
•
•
•
•

flexible calling plans
centralised national number hosting
super trunk capability
diverse carrier platform
multiple levels of redundancy

3. Future proof your communications
Businesses today are seeking to simplify
their voice and data networks and
merge them into a single access line.
AAPT SIP Voice enables you to run both
voice and data over one line.
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Enjoy cost
efficiencies and
customised solutions.

Keep your existing numbers
A business telephone number is critical
for communication with your customers.
That’s why we provide the option to
migrate your existing numbers to AAPT
SIP Voice seamlessly and efficiently.
Flexible call tariffs
A business call profile will always vary.
Because of this AAPT SIP Voice offers
you a range of flexible plans to fit
your business.
Whether your calls are constant or
seasonal, local or long distance, we
will build the most cost effective
solution to match your business’ unique
calling pattern.
Simplify management
• Make life easier with one provider,
one bill and one point of contact.
• Receive 24/7 support to minimise
hassles and improve business
continuity.
• Access AAPT Online Bill Analyser
to analyse costs, reconcile accounts
and identify savings.
As you can see, AAPT SIP Voice
provides you with a wide range of
calling, cost and service benefits.
Contact AAPT for more information on
how SIP Voice can help your business.

MAKE THE CALL 1800 190 157 Email: NEWBUSINESS@aapt.com.au Visit www.aapt.com.au/business
AAPT0310P

